ABSTRACT Person re-identification refers to matching people across disjoint camera views. Most existing person re-identification methods use the same feature descriptors and similarity metrics for all pedestrian pairs. However, these methods ignore that image pairs with different visual consistency conditions are sensitive to different features and metrics. In this paper, we propose to optimally organize multiple similarity measures of global pedestrian and body part pairs with respect to different visual consistency measures (VCM). First, we compute multiple similarity measures for global image and body parts. Then, we group the global image and body part set into three classes based on their VCM value, respectively. Finally, the VCM-specific similarity measures of pedestrian as well as body part pairs are selected and optimally organized to form an ensemble by the reliability estimation and adaptively weighting combination. This method is termed as multiple similarity ensemble based on the visual consistency measure (MSE-VCM). Our contributions are 1) the visual consistency measure method which can select the most appropriate similarity measures for image pairs and 2) optimal organization of these VCM-specific features and metrics on global image and body parts. Extensive experiments on three challenging data sets are conducted. Results demonstrate that our method achieves the comparable performance versus the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (re-id) [1] aims to match a probe person from a gallery and rank the gallery persons according to the similarity score. Since it is widely applied in intelligent video surveillance, criminal investigation, and longterm pedestrian tracking, person re-id becomes increasingly important. However, person re-id remains a challenging problem due to significant intra-class variations of illumination, view angle, pedestrian pose, and occlusion. To address these challenges, many methods have been proposed to extract discriminative features [2] - [5] or develop effective distance metrics [6] - [9] .
For feature representation, significant efforts are devoted to design handcrafted descriptors or learn deep features. The handcrafted features are technically designed to be robust to the appearance of a person under various pose, viewpoint, and illumination [10] - [12] . Zhao et al. [10] extract the LAB color histogram and SIFT descriptor from overlapping patches. It uses the adjacency constrained search to find the best patch match in horizontal stripes. LOMO [11] cascades the maximal pattern of joint HSV color histogram and scale invariant local ternary pattern (SILTP) [13] to form pedestrian representation and shows significant robustness against viewpoint changes. GoG [12] describes the local color and texture structures in an image via multiple hierarchical Gaussian distributions, in which the means and covariances are included in their parameters. In addition to handcrafted features, the deep learning based features are gradually adopted in person re-id [14] , [15] . Li et al. [14] propose a filter pairing neural network (FPNN) that introduces a patch-matching layer in the CNN, which can handle the part displacement in each horizontal stripe. Ahmed et al. [15] present an improved deep learning architecture (IDLA), which computes crossinput neighborhood differences and patch summary features to obtain mid-level features against positional differences. Both handcrafted and learning based feature extraction methods achieve the impressive performances in the person reid. However, these methods just use a single feature which cannot handle the multiple variations sufficiently.
For distance metric, methods are designed to maximize the inter-class similarity and minimize the intra-class similarity [11] , [16] - [19] . Prosser et al. [17] and Wang et al. [19] formulate the person re-id problem as a ranking problem, and learn a subspace where the potential true match is given highest ranking. Zheng et al. [16] present PRDC to maximize the probability of a pair of true match having a smaller distance than that of a wrong match pair. XQDA [11] learns a discriminative subspace as well as a distance metric simultaneously. It selects the optimal dimensionality automatically. MLAPG [18] derives a logistic metric learning approach with the PSD constraint and an asymmetric sample weighting strategy. These algorithms just focus on comparing the metric for image pairs, while some other metric learning methods further exploit the discriminative power of local parts [20] , [21] . Zhao et al. [20] apply adjacency constrained patch matching to build dense correspondence between image pairs. It is effective in handling misalignment caused by large viewpoint and pose variations, while the computation cost of the matching rule is large. Chen et al. [21] learn subsimilarity measurements of subregions and propose a unified framework that can collaborate local and global similarities, which is followed by numerous optimization works. However, all of the above methods have not considered whether two pedestrian images/body parts from different camera views are in consistent visual conditions, which indicate that two persons/body parts are with similar pose, illumination, occlusion, and background [22] . In Fig. 1 , we show the examples of pedestrian image pairs with good, common, and bad visual consistency condition. We can see that, pedestrian image pairs with good visual consistency tend to be under similar poses, illumination and background, while pairs with bad visual consistency usually involve occlusions and large variations of view angle. Most pedestrian image pairs are in the intermediate conditions, which are with common visual consistency. Thus, a same similarity measure is not optimal for all pedestrian image pairs. We should seek different similarity measures for pedestrian image/body part pairs with various visual consistency conditions. Different similarity measures are consist of various feature descriptors and distance metrics.
In this paper, we propose to optimally organize multiple similarity measures of global pedestrian and body part pairs with respect to different visual consistency measures (VCM), called multiple similarity ensemble based on the visual consistency measure (MSE-VCM). In the training process, we first generate the training subsets on the global image and body parts. Next, we train multiple similarity measures for each subset. Then, we group each training subset into three classes according to their VCM value. Finally, we select the optimal similarity measure for each subclass. In Fig. 2 , our test process mainly includes two steps. First, we compute the similarity of the global pedestrian image and estimate its reliability. Then, only when the result of the global image is unreliable, we combine the reliable similarities of body parts to generate the final result.
The main contributions of our work are as follows:
(1) We propose a VCM method, which can select the most appropriate similarity measure for each pedestrian image/body part pair by analyzing their visual condition difference.
(2) We present a person re-id method called MSE-VCM, which not only complementarily uses global image and body part matching, but also can optimally organize these VCM-specific measures on global appearance and body parts by using adaptive weighting combination.
For evaluating our method, we conduct extensive comparisons between MSE-VCM and a variety of state-ofthe-art models on VIPeR [23] , CUHK campus [24] , and CUHK03 [14] person re-id benchmarks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the details of our visual consistency measure model and multiple similarity ensemble model, respectively, and makes some discussions. Section III reports our experimental results, compares our method with other representative methods. Section IV concludes our paper and draws the future work.
II. OUR APPROACH
In this section, we first train multiple similarity measures for pedestrian and each body part, respectively. Second, we explain VCM with more details on estimating the visual consistency conditions of pedestrian/body part pairs. Third, we select the optimal similarity measure for each pedestrian/part pair based on VCM, and effectively organize these similarity measures to compute the overall similarity. Finally we make some dicussion.
A. SIMILARITY MEASURES
We adopt five feature descriptors to represent a pedestrian image. These adopted descriptors include two state-of-the-art handcrafted descriptors LOMO [11] and GoG [12] , and three proposed descriptors. The descriptors VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 2. Matching process. First, we compute the VCM e and VCM-specific similarity s 1 of the pedestrian image pair. Then, we estimate the reliability of s 1 according to s 1 and VCM value e. If s 1 is reliable, we directly output the global similarity as the final result. Otherwise, we compute the body part similarities and estimate their reliabilities in the same way. Finally, we adaptively combine such reliable similarities to generate the final result by assigning auto-adjusted weights.
are termed as x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , and x 5 . We then introduce two distance metrics, namely, XQDA [11] and MLAPG [18] , which are termed as m 1 and m 2 . Based on these five feature descriptors and two distance metrics, we train multiple similarity measures
, where x a ∈ {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 } corresponds to the descriptor of image/body part from camera A, x b ∈ {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 } corresponds to the descriptor of image/body part from camera B, i denotes the global pedestrian image and four body parts, and j denotes the number of trained metric measures for different human region.
In our selected descriptors, LOMO feature is proved to be robust against illumination variations and viewpoint changes [11] . GOG descriptor models both mean and covariance information of pixel features in the patch and region hierarchies [12] . Three proposed descriptors fuse different kinds of color and texture features. Therefore, our selection of the five descriptors is consistent with the principle of diversity and complementarity in information fusion [25] .
Our selection of such two metric learning algorithms is also in accord with the above principle. The XQDA learns a discriminative subspace and a distance metric simultaneously, which is designed to address the high-dimensional feature problem. The MLAPG uses an asymmetric sample weighting strategy to address the problem of enormous unbalanced positive and negative sample pairs in person re-id. These diverse and complementary selections of features and metrics are all prepared for the seeking of discriminant similarity measures in different visual consistency conditions. Note that the outputs of different similarity measures must be rescaled to the same scale. In this study, we convert the distance metrics to similarity probabilities based on the following probability estimation rule [26] , [27] :
where {d i |i = 1, 2, 3} denotes the distance metrics in the good, common, and bad visual conditions, repectively, in each subset, and {f (d i )|i = 1, 2, 3} are the corresponding normalized results. A and B are the evaluation parameters, which are determined by Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [26] - [28] in the training dataset.
B. VISUAL CONSISTENCY MEASURE
The visual consistency measure is to estimate whether two pedestrian images are in similar visual conditions such as pose, illumination, occlusion and background. We design a visual consistency measure method by computing the difference of RGB color histogram between pedestrian image or body part pairs. In order to get a specific and relevant estimation of visual conditions, each image is first divided into two parts through CRF (conditional random fields) semantic image segmentation algorithm, as follows [29] : the informative part is the person itself and the noisy backgrounds, whereas the uninformative part is ignored in our VCM. A few poorly segmented images can be further processed by hand.
The main process of VCM method is demonstrated in Fig. 3 , which uses the whole pedestrian image to explain our strategy with details as follows. Given two images from non-overlapping camera views I a and I b , we extract their R, G, and B color component histograms separately without 0 pixels from the informative parts and denote them as y a,k and y b,k . Then, we compute the relative differences between y a,k and y b,k as follows:
where · is the L 2 norm, , and m is the number color components. Similarly, we compute the relative differences for n pedestrian image pairs in the training set, and denote them as
The VCM of the FIGURE 3. Flowchat of the visual consistency measure(VCM) computation. First, we divide each image into two parts and only use the informative part, i.e., the person itself. Second, we extract the R, G, and B color component histograms separately from each informative part. Third, we compute the relative differences between the same color histogram images and use normal distribution to approximately describe the probability distribution. Finally, we compute the VCM value e of sample pairs according to Eq.3. We explain it with more details in Section II-B.
pedestrian image pair (I a , I b ) is computed as follows:
where P(θ k > ρ k ) = n n , n is the cardinality of the set
The analysis of the VCMs of pedestrian images shows that these VCMs are approximately distributed in three ranges, namely, very large, common, and very small values, corresponding to extremely good, common and extremely bad visual consistency conditions. The greater the degree of inconsistency is, the larger the VCMs are. Thus, our method not only reflects the relative differences between two images but also expresses the degree of differences between two images from the normal ranges.
Based on this observation, we classify the pedestrian images into three groups based on the VCMs of positive samples. {c + i |i = 1, · · · , n} are the VCMs of positive sample pairs in the training subset, and n is their number. The corresponding positive sample pairs are
Then, we sort these sample pairs in descending order of VCM and group them into the following three-ordered training subclasses that correspond to good, common, and bad visual consistency conditions, as follows:
where µ = β * n , ν = n − µ + 1, β ∈ (0, 0.5) controls the numbers of the training samples in C gv , C cv and C bv . For such three training subclasses, we use fivefold cross-validation to implement ten similarity measures designed in Section II-A, respectively, and select the optimal measure for each subclass by comparing their respective ten accuracies. The same VCM method is also applied to each body part. Thus we select fifteen VCM-specific similarity measures on the global image and four body parts. Each measure is associated with different visual consistency condition on different human regions.
C. OPTIMAL ORGANIZATION OF VCM-SPECIFIC SIMILARITY MEASURES
The test process includes two essential steps, namely, VCM-specific similarity computation and adaptive organization of such similarities. VOLUME 5, 2017 VCM-Specific Similarity Computation: C g , C c and C b are three VCM-specific subclasses trained on global images. For any test pedestrian image pair, we compute their VCM value e and select the optimal similarity measure according to e using the following rule:
where τ 1 is the VCM value of the µth image pair in Eq.4, and τ 2 is the VCM value of the νth image pair in Eq.6. After selecting C, we can select the corresponding optimal similarity measure according to Section II-B and compute the VCM-specific similarity of any image pair based on the trained similarity measures in Section II-A. Similarly, the similarities on four body parts can be obtained by applying the above process.
Adaptive Organization of Multiple Similarities: In Fig. 2 , we first compute the VCM e and VCM-specific similarity s 1 of the pedestrian image pair. Then, we estimate the reliability of s 1 according to s 1 and e. If s 1 is reliable, we directly output the global similarity as the final result. Otherwise, we compute the body part similarities and estimate their reliabilities in the same way. Finally, we adaptively combine such reliable similarities to generate the final result by assigning auto-adjusted weights. The reliability estimation and adaptive weighting combination are two important components in this scheme.
Let s and e to be the similarity and VCM of a global image pair, respectively, and the reliability indicator γ is defined as follows:
where 0.5 < δ < 1, 0 < ξ < 1, can be set by a simple process of cross validation. γ = 1 and γ = 0 indicate that s is reliable and unreliable, respectively. When setting γ to be near 1, this condition guarantees that s is determined to be reliable only if the input image pair is highly probale to be the same identity. Meanwhile, when setting ξ to be near 1, the condition e > ξ guarantees that s is determined to be reliable only if the image pair is without bad visual consistency. Therefore, our reliability estimation is credible considering similarity and visual consistency.
For the global image pair with γ = 0, we compute its similarities and reliability indicators s i and γ i for i = 1, · · · , 4 on four body parts. Then, we select reliable similarities {s i |γ i = 1, · · · , 4} and denote them as {s j |j = 1, · · · , t, t ≤ 4}, where t is the number of reliable body parts, which vary with the VCMs of each body part pair.
For each s j , considering that the similarities of different body parts may demonstrate different accuracies for the positive and negative samples and to assign a high weight to a body part with higher accuracy than the other body parts, we define the weight of s j as follows:
where γ + j and γ − j correspond to the accuracies of the selected re-id method C j for the positive and negative samples. Based on the weight we defined, the similarity score of combining such reliable body parts can be defined as follows:
where t represents the number of reliable body parts, and γ j = 0 indicates that s j is an unreliable similarity.
In particular, we combine the five VCM-specific similarity scores for a few pedestrian pairs, which scores on the global image and all body parts are possibly unreliable, to generate the final similarity result according to the following equation:
D. DISCUSSION
Training Set of VCM:
In the training set, non-matched pairs (negative samples) are several orders larger than the matched sample pairs (positive samples). If all of them are used for estimating visual consistency conditions of image pairs, the VCM method tends to serve for negative samples. We accordingly maintain all the positive samples and randomly select the same number of negative samples in the training set to balance the positive and negative samples. The training set designed for VCM achieves a reasonably acceptable configuration.
Optimal Organization of the Global Image and Body Parts:
Our model not only manages the inconsistent visual conditions well by selecting the similarities with the minor influence of visual inconsistency but also optimally utilizes body parts by automatically switching between global image and body parts, depending on the reliability estimation of the similarity. In particular, our scheme organizes the multiple similarity measures well to generate the final reliable result for the pedestrian image pair with inconsistent results on the global image and body parts. First, the final results for most pedestrian image pairs without bad visual consistency on the global image are directly computed on the global image. These results effectively avoid the complications of possibly erroneous results on their body parts. Second, the selection of the reliable body parts and adaptive weighting combination strategy maximally reduce the adverse effects of the unreliable body parts. Furthermore, we find our method effective through the experiment, although the reliability estimation scheme is simple. Certain complex estimating schemes, i.e., the supervised learning model, may be valuable for selecting reliable scores. However, the increasing computation and complexity may be involved inevitably.
Combination Based on VCM-Adaptive Weights:
The VCMs of the pedestrian image pair relying on body parts determine its selected metric measures and their scores s j for j = 1, · · · , t according to the aforementioned computation of similarity score and reliability estimation. This condition potentially means that the weights in Eq.10 are VCM-specific and adaptively adjusted for each pedestrian image pair. Thus, the ensemble of selected similarity measures can adaptively assign a large weight for the similarity with high accuracy (good VCM) and a minimal weight for the similarity with low accuracy (bad VCM).
III. EXPERIMENTS A. FEATURE DESCRIPTORS FOR GLOBAL IMAGES AND BODY PARTS
The state-of-the-art handcrafted feature descriptors, namely, LOMO [11] and GoG [12] , are adopted in this study. LOMO [11] cascades the maximal pattern of joint HSV color histogram and scale invariant local ternary pattern (SILTP) [13] to form pedestrian representation. GoG [12] descriptor is based on a hierarchical distribution of pixel features, in which the means and covariances are included in the parameters.
Furthermore, we divide an image into a set of local patches with a size of 10 × 10 and an overlapping step of five pixels. We extract four types of basic feature joint-LAB, separated-HSV, HOG [39] and SILTP [13] within each patch. Among these types, joint-LAB is an 8 × 8 × 8-bin joint-LAB histogram, and seperated-HSV is a 48-bin concatenated histograms with each channel with 16 bins. The proposed three feature descriptors for a global image F g1 , F g2 , F g3 concatenate two basic features, where F g1 = {joint-LAB, SILTP}, F g2 = {separated-HSV, HOG}, and F g3 = {joint-LAB, HOG}.
The partition scheme for body parts is illustrated in Fig. 2 . An image is partitioned into four regions, namely, upper body, torso and arms, central trunk, and legs. The proposed three feature descriptors for a body part F l1 , F l2 , F l3 concatenate three basic features, which exploits abundant feature descriptors due to the small size of body parts, where F l1 = {joint-LAB, joint-HSV, SILTP}, F l2 = {separated-LAB, joint-HSV, HOG}, F l3 = {separated-LAB, separated-HSV, SILTP}.
B. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART HANDCRAFTED SYSTEMS 1) EXPERIMENTS ON VIPeR
VIPeR is a popular dataset for person re-id. It contains 632 image pairs of pedestrians captured from two viewpoints of 632 people. The image size in this dataset is 128 × 48 pixels. We follow the common evaluation protocol by randomly dividing 632 image pairs into 316 image pairs for the training process and the remaining 316 image pairs for the test process. This procedure is repeated 10 times, and the average cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curves are computed for obtaining reliable statistics. Our MSE-VCM achieves comparable performance with other handcrafted systems. According to Fig. 4(a) and Table 1 , the proposed method obtains a better performance than other methods before rank-20 and achieves the best rank-1 recognition rate of 51.08%, although the rank-20 matching rate is slightly inferior to GOG [12] and RingPush [40] . 
2) EXPERIMENTS ON CUHK CAMPUS
The CUHK Campus dataset [24] contains 971 persons collected from two camera views in a campus environment, and each person has two images in each camera view. The images in this dataset have better quality and higher resolution than the VIPeR dataset. All images are normalized to 160 × 60 pixels. The images in camera A are the side views of pedestrians, while the images in camera B are nearly the frontal or back view of pedestrians.
We split the persons into two sets, containing 485 and 486 persons for the training and test processes, respectively. Multi-shot matching scenario, which fused the scores of multiple images of the same person by the sum rule, is applied [10] - [12] , [18] , [41] . This procedure was repeated 10 times to obtain the average performance. Fig. 4(b) and Table 2 illustrate that our proposed method achieves the new state-of-the-art performance among all handcrafted algorithms and outperforms the GOG Fusion [12] in the first rank by 3.18%.
3) EXPERIMENTS ON CUHK03
The CUHK03 dataset [14] consists of 13,164 images of 1,360 pedestrians captured from six non-overlapping cameras over months, with each person observed by two disjoint camera views and with approximately 4.8 images in each view. Moreover, this dataset includes manually labeled pedestrian and automatically detected bounding boxes. The automatically detected dataset has a realistic setting because misalignment, occlusions, and missing body parts are common in this dataset. We follow the standard protocol [14] . That is, the dataset was partitioned into training (1,260 persons) and test sets (100 persons). The experiments were conducted with 20 random splits, and all the CMC curves were computed with the single-shot setting. Fig. 4(c) plots the CMC curves, and Table 3 lists the rank-1, 5, and 10 identification rates of all representative handcrafted and deep learning methods on the CUHK03 dataset with manually labeled bounding boxes. The proposed method achieves comparable results and demonstrates the best performance from rank-1 to rank-10. The best rank-1 recognition rate of the representative systems reported currently is 67.30%, whereas we achieved 71.10%, which recorded an improvement of 3.80%. Fig. 4(d) and Table 3 present the performances of our method and other state-ofthe-art handcrafted as well as deep learning methods using automatically detected bounding boxes. The result on the detected CUHK03 is inferior to the labeled CUHK03 due to the misalignment and missing body parts caused by the detector. However, the proposed algorithm still exhibits advantages over previous methods, with a rank-1 accuracy of 68.30% compared with the second best GOG Fusion of 65.50%.
C. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 1) DEPENDENCY ON CRUCIAL FEATURE DESCRIPTORS
Our MSE-VCM is used to adaptively select the most appropriate similarities for each pedestrian image pair and corresponding body parts in different visual circumstances; thus, we extract diverse feature descriptors during computing multiple similarities. Among these descriptors, LOMO and GOG are the state-of-the-art handcrafted descriptors. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method without LOMO and GOG feature descriptors to analyze their importance in our method and call them no-LOMO and no-GOG for convenience. Table 4 and Fig. 4(a) illustrate the results on VIPeR, Table 5 and Fig. 4(b) present the results on CUHK campus, and Table 6 and Fig. 4(c) and (d) evaluate the results on CUHK03. The accuracies of these comparative results would decline without LOMO or GOG descriptors, and the lack of GOG would lead to further decline compared with the absence of LOMO. However, our adaptive similarity selection results are better than GOG, even without LOMO. The rank-1 matching rate of no-LOMO in VIPeR is 49.82%, indicating a slight improvement of 0.12% over GOG. Similarly, the rank-1 matching rate of no-LOMO in the CUHK campus is 68.32%, denoting an improvement of 1.02% over GOG. The rank-1 matching rate of no-LOMO in the CUHK03 labeled dataset is 68.90%, revealing an improvement of 1.60% over GOG. The rank-1 matching rate of no-LOMO in the CUHK03 detected dataset is 66.80%, suggesting an improvement of 1.30% over GOG.
All these results indicate that our MSE-VCM greatly depends on feature descriptors. The accuracy rate is high when the descriptors are discriminative and stable. This result further explains that introducing the adaptive similarity selection method based on VCM is helpful for improving the accuracy of the method.
2) CONTRIBUTION OF VCM TO THE ACCURACY
In our algorithm, we introduce VCM to train multiple VCM-specific similarities and select the optimal ones to identify each pedestrian image pair. We compared the baseline methods without VCM (such as LOMO+XQDA [11] and GOG [12] ) and our method based on VCM on VIPeR dataset.
We not only apply baseline methods and our method on global images (original VIPeR dataset), but also test them on different body parts using the same train/test split for a fair comparison. Our MSE-VCM trains three VCM-specific metrics on the corresponding pedestrian region according to Section II-C. An input image or body part pair is tested by selecting the optimal distance metric based on its VCM according to Eq.7. Table 7 clearly displays the rank-1, 5, and 10 accuracies on the global image, and each body part is improved than two baseline methods by approximately 0.25∼16.72% after applying the VCM. These results support the conclusion that MSE-VCM is more robust to the visual inconsistency of a pedestrian pair than the baseline methods because of introducing the VCM. Moreover, we find that the contribution of VCM focuses on the image pairs with occlusion, which may be in the minor but the most difficult ones in person re-id by analyzing their VCM values according to Eq.2 and Eq.7.
3) EVALUATION OF ADAPTIVE SELECTION AND COMBINATION
The effective fusion of the results on the global image and body parts is crucial. We compare the following schemes to validate our method of adaptive selection and combination.
First, we directly consider the similarity measure result on the global image the final result, without considering body parts. Second, we adopt linear programming to project all the similarity measure results of global image and body parts on a common space and generate the final result by summing their similarities. Third, we combine the five similarity scores by fixed weights obtained from five rank-1 identification accuracies of the MSE-VCM in Table 7 . Fourth, we combine the five similarity scores by our defined adaptive weights in Eq.9. Fifth, we directly utilize global image and adaptively combines the selected reliable body parts to generate the final result as described in Section II-C.
In Table 8 , we first find that the accuracy is enhanced when considering body parts. Second, the adaptive weighting combination can achieve the high accuracy by comparing the second and third combining schemes. Our scheme of adaptive section and combination, not only absorbs the above two profitable elements but also utilizes the reliability estimation to directly select the global image or adaptively combine the reliable body parts to generate the final result. Therefore, our scheme can optimally organize the five similarities. Optimally assembling maximally reduces the risk of an inappropriate combination by adaptively selecting and placing the high weights on the reliable parts. The highest accuracy clearly confirms this point. 
4) VERIFICATION OF IMAGES WITH OCCLUSION
Different similarities are adopted for each pedestrian image pair and body part pair in various visual conditions. Furthermore, when some region is occluded, the similarity measures in other regions still work. This joint global and local matching mechanism is potentially robust to occlusion. To evaluate the exact impact of our MSE-VCM on occluded pedestrian images, we design the follwing experiments to compare the performance of LOMO+XQDA [11] , MLAPG [18] , GOG [12] and MSE-VCM in the presence of occlusion.
First, we select one split in CUHK03 experiment. Then, we pick out a subset of probe with occlusions (50 images), whilst keep the gallery the same (100 images) at the test stage. Finally, The comparison results are computed and shown in Fig. 5 and Table 9 . The rank-1 matching rates of LOMO+XQDA, MLAPG, GOG and MSE-VCM are 32%, 34%, 50% and 62%, respectively. They are compared with those using all 100 probe images, and decrease 21%, 23%, 19% and 10%, respectively. All the four methods decline sharply in occlusion cases, where our MSE-VCM is the least influenced by occlusion due to the complementary use of global image and body part similarities. In Fig. 6 , we visualize person re-id performance in three occlusion cases by the four methods. We increase the correct match from rank-7 (LOMO+XQDA), rank-10 (MLAPG), and rank-2 (GOG) to rank-1 in the first case; we improve the correct match from rank4 (LOMO+XQDA), rank-4 (MLAPG), and rank-2 (GOG) to rank-1 in the second case; and we increase the correct match from rank-7 (LOMO+XQDA), rank-5 (MLAPG), and rank-5 (GOG) to rank-3 in the third case. The results show that the performance advantage of our MSE-VCM over the exsiting state-of-the-arts is more significant in occlusion cases than in general condition.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to estimate the visual consistency between two pedestrian images, and design a highperformance person re-id method based on the visual consistency measure. For any pedestrian image pair, our method can select the optimal VCM-specific similarity measures of the global image and each body part to generate the final similarity by the reliability estimation and adaptive weighting combination. Extensive experiments on three challenging datasets demonstrate that our method achieves the comparable performance versus the stateof-the-art methods, especially increases robustness to occlusion cases. In the future, we will extend our framework by designing more valid methods for estimating visual consistency and incorporating other types of features, which will be helpful in improving the accuracy of person re-id. 
